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AASHTO Green Book History

2011

2018

P1

AASHTO Resolution – Spring 2016

 Green Book should remain research based and peer
reviewed
 AASHTO should provide guidance regarding
flexibility in design
 Guidance should address designing in context of and
for a multimodal transportation system
 More complete guidance should be provided in GB8
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TRB Research

NCHRP Report 785: Performance-Based
Analysis of Geometric Design of Highways
and Streets
- Outcomes-based framework

NCHRP Report 839: A PerformanceBased Highway Geometric Design
Process
- New and reconstruct threshold

P1

TRB Research

NCHRP Report 855: An Extended Functional
Classification System
- Adds additional contexts which subdivide
urban and rural classes

NCHRP Report 15-50: Guidelines for
integrating Safety and Cost-Effectiveness
into 3R Projects
- Benefit/Cost approach to including safety
and/or operational improvements
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GB7 Outline
Forward Preface
Chapter 1: New Framework for Geometric Design
Chapter 2: Design Controls and Criteria
Chapter 3: Elements of Design
Chapter 4: Cross-Section Elements
Chapter 5: Local Roads and Streets
Chapter 6: Collector Roads and Streets
Chapter 7: Rural and Urban Arterials
Chapter 8: Freeways
Chapter 9: Intersections
Chapter 10: Grade Separations and Interchanges

P2

New Framework

Rewrite of Chapter 1 presents a new framework for
geometric design that addresses:

 1.2 - Explicit statement of project purpose and need
 1.4 - Existing functional classification system (no
changes)
 1.5 - New context classification system
 1.6 - Multimodal considerations
 1.7 - Revised design process for specific project types
 1.8 - Design flexibility
 1.9 - Performance-based decisions
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Project Purpose and Need
 Purpose and need should be explicitly stated for every
project
 Purpose and need statement is the method through
which management tells designers what needs will
and will not be addressed by the project
 Purpose and need should document:
- past performance
- expected performance if no project were constructed

P2

Project Purpose and Need
Examples of performance needs that may need to be
addressed by a particular project

 Operational efficiency - existing and future
 Crash frequency and severity – past and future
 Specific transportation modes – service, usability
 Impacts of development - existing and future
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Project Purpose and Need
Purpose and Need (P&N) should be directly used to
develop and select the preferred alternative

 Scope addresses performance issues that have a
documented need for improvement
 Non-compliance with geometric design standards is
not a performance issue and should not appear in the
project P&N
 Non-compliance with geometric design criteria only
becomes and issue when:
- past (or anticipated) performance is an issue
- poor performance can be corrected by a geometric
design improvement

P2

Functional Classification
 Traditional presentation of functional classification
 Retains current four functional classes (as a design type)
- freeways
- arterials
- collectors
- local roads and streets

 Text emphasizes that these functional classes
characterize how a roadway is intended to service motor
vehicle
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Context Classification System
 Traditional geometric design guidance has addressed
two roadway contexts: rural and urban
 Expanded to address five roadway contexts
- rural
- rural town
- suburban
- urban
- urban core

P2

Context Classification
 Contexts are defined based on:
- development density (both existence and structure
type)
- land use (primarily residential, commercial, industrial,
and agriculture)
- building setbacks (distance from adjacent roadways)

 Context classification is based on easily accessed
measures, either
- a review of area aerial photography or
- a visit to the project location
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Context Classification

P2

Rural Context Classes
Rural
(Unincorporated Butts County)

Rural Town
(Dalton)
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Urban Context Classes
Suburban
(Valdosta)

Urban
(North Ave)

Urban Core (Peachtree St)

P2

A Framework for Geometric Design
Functional
Class

Context Class
Rural

Rural town Suburban Urban

Urban
core

Local road or street



Collector road or street

Arterial road or street









Freeway
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Multimodal Considerations
 Consideration of all modes of transportation are
important for all projects; these modes include:
-

Automobiles
Bicyclists
Pedestrians
Transit
Trucks

 Consideration does not mean that accommodations
are provided for every mode in every project.
 The appropriate balance between transportation
modes will be very project specific, considering:
- the needs of each mode
- local/regional transportation plans
- community input

P2

Multimodal Considerations

 GDOT already has a robust multimodal
policy, which addresses bikes, peds, and
transit
 The truck mode is on where our policy can
be further expanded:
- DPM Section 3.2 Design Vehicles was
expanded in July 2016 to include trucks,
OSOWs and truck networks
- NCHRP Project 15-62, Design and Access
Management Guidelines for Truck Routes –
late 2019
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Revised Design Process Based for Specific
Project Types
 Three AASHTO project types are introduced:
- new construction projects
- reconstruction projects
- projects on existing roads

 Specific Design Approach is defined for each project
type.
 Major projects may involve a mix of projects types

P2

New Construction Projects
 New alignment where no existing roadway is present
 Design guidance in Chapters 2 through 10 is primarily
intended for new construction projects
 Projects are designed within framework defined by
functional and context classes and should consider
needs of all transportation modes
 Performance of an existing road is not a factor in
design, but forecast performance of design
alternatives may strongly influence design decisions
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Reconstruction Projects - Defined
 Projects that utilize an existing roadway alignment but
involve a change in the basic roadway type (includes minor
changes in alignment)
 Changes to the basic roadway type include the following
(where cannot be accomplished within existing
roadway/shoulder width)
- widening to provide additional through lanes
- adding a raised or depressed median where none
currently exists

 Projects on existing alignment that simply replace the
existing pavement structure down to the subgrade (i.e., 3R)
are no longer classified as reconstruction

P2 Reconstruction Projects – Design Approach

 Design decisions are often difficult to adapt the new facility
type to fit the existing alignment and community context
 Design guidance in Chapters 2 through 10 is desirable, but
may be impractical due to project constraints and may not
be relevant to project purpose & need
 Design decisions should be made using a flexible,
performance-based approach
(Like other project types, design within the framework of functional
and context classes and consider all transportation modes)
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Projects on Existing Roads - Defined
 Projects that utilize an existing roadway alignment (or with
minor changes to alignment) and do not involve a change in the
basic roadway type
 Projects on existing roads are classified by the primary reason
the project is being undertaken:
- repair infrastructure condition
- reduce current or anticipated traffic operational congestion
- reduce current or anticipated crash patterns

P2

Projects on Existing Roads – Design
 The predominant reason why the project was undertaken
should set the overall direction of the design process and
should be a flexible performance-based approach
- Projects undertaken because of traffic operational
congestion should be designed based on the Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM) - or applicable models
- Projects undertaken because of crash patterns should
be designed based on the Highway Safety Manual
(HSM)

 Make only geometric design changes that address
demonstrated needs.
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Design Flexibility
 Achieving the appropriate design for any project is not an
easy process, because designers are expected to balance
so many competing needs
 Chapters 2 through 10 of the GB have always included great
flexibility
- The GB uses words “should” and “may” often in the
text, indicating that specific design criteria may be
desirable or permissible, but not required
- The word “must” is used only when specific design
criteria and processes are legal requirement (e.g. ADAPROWAG)

P2

Design Flexibility

Designers cannot use arbitrary discretion or
“judgement” to design projects

 Flexibility should be exercised in order to better meet
project specific goals or to work within defined
constraints.
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Design Flexibility
 The design exception and design deviation process is the
method for documenting design flexibility
- Decision should be based on performance-based
analyses, where practical (e.g., HSM)

 When applying flexibility, documentation is needed to show:
- why the proposed design is the overall best solution
- how it meets the needs of each applicable
transportation mode
- how it fits within practical funding limitations

P2

Performance-Based Design
 Performance measures define how a project meets its need
and purpose, addressing:
-

mobility
safety
state-of-good-repair
accessibility
maintenance and operation

 Performance measures may be quantitative or qualitative.
- A quantitative performance goal establishes a specific
target for improvement, compared to the no-build
condition
- A qualitative goal specific performance measure that
will be improved from the no-build condition without
necessarily saying how much
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Traditional Design Approach

 Design dimensions derived from tables, charts and
equations.
 Performance measures (e.g. LOS) are considered in some
design decisions.
 Benefit/cost often implicitly considered by selection within
range of allowable dimensions.
 Safety presumed through adherence to the process, but
safety performance may not be explicitly considered.

P2

Improved Design Approach
 Greater assurance that investments will produce
actual performance enhancements commensurate
with project costs.
 Precludes investment in geometrics design solutions
where there is no evidence of performance
improvement
 Enables agencies to control scope to reflect current
resources and priorities
 Requires good records of project decisions
 Produces higher quality projects where results can be
measured by performance at a lower overall cost
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GB7 Summary
 GB7 – a revised framework for design
- Chapter 1 defined the new framework - focus on
context, project type, transportation modes, and
flexible performance-based design
- Chapters 2 through 10 - limited incorporation of this
framework without major restructuring of the document

 Other AASHTO manuals should incorporate this
approach
 GB8 – a complete restructuring of Green Book for this
new design framework (est. 2026+/-)

P2

Other GB7 Changes
 Chapter 2: Increased emphasis on other transportation
modes
 Chapter 3: more flexibility with distribution and rate pf
rotation.
 Chapter 4: expanded coverage on driveway width
 Chapters 5, 6, 7: added material for design speed ranges
and section on low to high speed transitions (6 & 7)
 Chapter 7: new section on rural town context and speed
management in urban areas
 Chapter 9: several changes including reviewed criteria for
turn lane length
 Chapter 10: New section on DDI, table for max ramp grades

“Summary of Key Revisions and Updates” – on AASHTO bookstore web
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GB8 Visioning
How will GB8 be organized?

 Option 1: four parts, as presently proposed
- Part 1, Fundamentals of Geometric Design
- Part 2, Geometric Design Process for New Roads
- Part 3, Geometric Design Process for Reconstructed
Roads
- Part 4, Existing Roads

 Option 2: two parts, split by Urban or Rural contexts
- Part 1, Geometric Design Criteria for Urban Areas
(including Urban, Urban Core and Suburban)
- Part 2, Geometric Design criteria for the Rural and
Rural Town contexts

P4

GDOT Policy Announcement

…all projects Let to construction after
October 1, 2019 must be designed
using criteria in the 2018 Green Book.
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Update of Max Skew Angle

Increased
from 70%

P4

Update of Max Grades

Increased
1%

Added

Reduced
1%
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Update of Max Relative Gradient

Increased

Decreased

Increased
for >50

P4

Update of Widths on Local Roadways
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P4

Update of Widths for Collector Roadways

Update for 3R Projects
Non-interstate 3R projects:

Decreased
1 to 3 ft
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Update of Concept Report Template

Current classification:

Classifications being added:
Context Class: Rural, Rural Town, Suburban, Urban, Urban Core
Select context class using guidance from AASHTO Green Book, Section 1.5
Context Classification for Geometric Design.
AASHTO Project Type: New Construction, Reconstruction, Construction
on existing roads
Select class using guidance from AASHTO Green Book, Section 1.7 Design
Process to Address Specific Project Types
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